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Monday, February 12, 2007

“A computer once beat me at
chess, but it was no match for
me at kick boxing. ”
~Emo Philips

Staying Warm
in Houghton
By Scott Nelson ~ Daily Bull

During the middle of winter
here in Houghton, it is sometimes hard to remember what
it feels like to stay warm with
the snow pilled high and the
wind chill lower than NMU girl’s
pants. Well, there are various
ways to stay warm and I hope
that everyone puts them to
good use this next week.
Having Sex:
While having sex, a person
can burn up to 2000 calories
for 15 minutes of good hot
sexual intercourse. The burning
of calories gives out a nifty biproduct, which is heat and lots
of it. A lot of other factors can
play into how many calories
you can actually burn, but I
won’t get into too many details,
however, the more problems
a couple might have “getting it
on” will result in more calories
burned. It’s that simple, though
since we are at Michigan Tech,
the real trick is to find a partner
to warm yourself with, then
again masturbation alone will
burn 15 calories after 5 min...see Houghton on back

Fashion Trends at Michigan Tech

Steaming Pile

By Yusuke Hasegawa ~ Daily Bull

Scrumptiously posh and sensibly chic,
MTU is the Fashion Capital of the Upper
Peninsula. Here is a compilation of all the
fashion trends to look for in this fabulously
hip town for Spring Semester 2007.

Accessories: Pasties, Rifles, Antler Hats,
Smoked Fish and Jerky.
Tip: Pasties are disgusting.
Science Professor
Long sleeve dress shirt in either pastel pink
or blue. Blue jeans that are a little too tight
for public to accentuate the flatness of the
butt, and a belt to match the sneakers for
the day. Gelled or meticulously combed
short hair and shaven beard and mustache.
This is perfect for an evening meet of the
local high school chess club.

Scholar
Hoodie with school letters from University
Images by MTU or with a stupid joke from
the outlet store by Steve & Barrys. Grey
sweatpants and jogging shoes. Oversized
backpack full of expensive textbooks.
Always remember to wear your iPod earbuds and play “Candy Coated Sugar Sex”
by KAILA YU loud enough that it disrupts Accessories: Matching color >iClicker,
the lecture. Make sure your ring tone is Yard stick, Braces, Pushcart with various
just as loud.
physics demonstrations and glasses that
are bigger than your face and a big bold
Accessories: Backpack, Flip Cell phone, black frame.
badly formatted MySpace or Facebook Tip: Round-toed suede sneakers are perpage, and a red plastic cup.
fect for the super fantastic working profesTip: Wear a fake wedding band to ward sor who must spend many hours standing
off psychos.
and giving lectures.
Yooper
Bright orange fishing hat with strap and a
matching vest, button up flannel shirt with
the sleeves pulled back for extra character.
Detail along the mutton chops and down
the beard for a touch of class. Brown
baggy pants with red suspenders to ward
off the cold. This look just screams “ass end
of the world and proud of it”. Too bad rifles
and shotguns are banned on campus.

Lone Ranger
Trench coat and Rapestache. Combat
boots to fight off the authorities and shades
from Chanel for some hot fun in the summertime. Childs-blood red for the nails,
and tears-of-confusion-and-shame lip
gloss to complete the look. Add children
as you see fit.
Accessories: BRATZ doll, Candy Bars and
...see Fashion Trends on back

For me Carnival will last until the end of the
semester...good bye productivity!

Straight from you-know-where

Rejected Statue Ideas
Tower of Babylon

Hercules and New York
(w/ Schwarzenegger)

Sodom and Gamora
The Dillman elevator
Scientology
The Holocaust
Pompeii
Roman bath house
56K connection
The 80’s
Greenland
Atari

...Fashion Trends from front ism and credibility. Get your wizard
staff enchanted with intellect for a hip
a Sociology Textbook.
Tip: You can stretch a child to fit in a blue-over-black glow. Try volumising
and soft gentle curls for your hair, and
smaller size.
hissing when you talk to complete the
look. Shine your Elven-skin boots and
I.T. Professional
A XXXL T-shirt to flatter your figure. Get hunch over so nobody can see your
it in a go-with-everything neutral like face. This outfit will score big points
ivory, gray or black from the online shop at your next LUG meeting or H.A.R.O.
by Penny Arcade. Mountain Dew and convention.
Pizza Sauce for color, and a neck-beard
to match. Jean shorts that don’t quite Accessories: Batwings, cardboard
make it to your knees and extra high sword, and a burning hatred against all
white cotton socks to cover the rest of mankind.
your leg. This look is sensible and not Tip: Kill your friends and then yourself.
too slutty, perfect everyday wear; in fact
wear the same shirt to every lecture. Try …and there you have it, the hottest
a button down Hawaiian shirt for special fashion trends of MTU Spring semester
2007. There’s just enough time to get an
occasions.
outfit together to wow all your friends at
Accessories: A flavor of Linux that this year’s Winter Carnival.
compliments your Naruto headband,
Hamster Cage fragrance to leave a lasting
impression.
Tip: Try double-stick tape to get your
shirt to stay the way you want it.
...Houghton from front

our ability to insulate our vital organs.
Now, getting fatter is not going to help
keep you warm from high winds rushing up against your skin, but you should
probably wear a coat if you’re outside.
Wearing Season Appropriate Clothes:
Earlier in the semester, I was walking
across campus, bundled up and fairly
comfortable in the cold with gloves, a
knit hat and my favourite wool coat, on
my way to class, I ran into a friend who
complained to me that they were really,
really cold. Well, the reason why he was
cold was quite obvious; he was wearing khaki shorts and a T-shirt. I know that
some guys like to dress like this because
it proves their manly nature, and allows
them to impress women by showing
them that they’re tough. Well, wearing a
coat and pants isn’t going to decrease
the size of your penis, nor will it cause
you to grow breasts and start to become
obsessed over “Grey’s Anatomy,” so
don’t be stupid and wear a coat.

utes. It’s your choice how you want to So, right now it is -16ºF with a -30ºF
wind chill and I seriously hope there
Dungeon Master
keep warm.
is no one crazy enough to go outside
A cloak to set the tone of professionalwithout Arctic gear on. Unfortunately,
Lots of Alcohol:
The addition of alcohol will wreak havoc most of us don’t own Artic gear, so stay
on your nervous system, as most peo- inside and get drunk and have lots of sex,
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painkiller, and a compound is inhibited
that enhances any nerve signal that
happens to be sent. Needless to say,
you’re not going to be feeling much of
anything, especially cold. So, you’re not
really getting that warm, you’re just fooling your body to tell you that you’re not
cold. Seems to work well, so keep on
drinking, responsibly of course.

Getting Fat:
Many new freshmen wonder why MTU
Dining Services has created a diet surAdvertising inquiries should be directed rounding lots of starches and fats for
to ads@dailybull.net
everyone in the dorms. The reason for
questions, comments & concerns
this is the fact that the addition of fat to
should bedirected to bull@mtu.edu. the torso of a human greatly increases

The
Propaganda Bowl

inclined to have a Bud or sign up for Subliminal messaging I tell you.
Nationwide? Probably not. That’s what
I’m here for.
Celebrities: Having someone rich and
famous that you can waste even more
Magic: Coca Cola really got into the money on for your 30 second spot
spirit of things this year and had a good always works. Course, Nationwide
show of phantasmagorical commercials. did just fine with some deadbeat that
These featured little creatures that made we like to call K-Fed. Even though he
your coke inside the vending machine. is completely useless, he still got the
No doubt this was extremely popular job done.
with little kids and all the WoW players who were trying to identify which Humor: What did nearly every commermonsters were which.
cial have in common? Humor. Humor
is the ultimate attention getter when
Sex: Go Daddy really was a let down you are sitting around watching the refs
this year. Not only did they not focus checking to see if his foot touched or
on the Go Daddy girl for more than 5 what have you. Hell, that’s how the Daily
seconds, they had a midget distract- Bull stays in business. As a matter of fact,
ing you from what really mattered: if it weren’t for the Daily Bull, more of
BOOOOOOBS. Adding to this was the you would be asleep and not paying
Doritos chip lady, who would not shut attention in class. If you don’t pay atup with those rotten flavor innuendoes. tention, you won’t get good grades and
Sex sells, but only when you use Jessica will probably fail. When people fail and
Simpson or someone as equally flatter- drop out, MTU doesn’t get any more
ing (very few of them up here, so don’t money, and should enough people
be scared if you can’t find them).
drop out, MTU will go into bankruptcy
and be converted into a lumberyard.
Cute Little Animals: Aww, that little dog So next time you pass up reading the
just wants to ride on the cart like all the Daily Bull, consider this: reading that isother cool animals, but they don’t let sue could mean the difference between
him. You know what else that little dog a good education or a career in the fast
wants? He wants you to buy a bunch of food industry. MTU depends on us to
Budweiser. It’s a giant conspiracy among keep them in business, so it’s a win-win
the woodland creatures that they must situation when you read it. And that’s
sell us beer or other goods that only talk- not propaganda; it’s the truth.
ing animals can con us into buying.

Violence: Who doesn’t like to imagine
what happens next when an axe-wielding psychopath AND a chainsaw maniac
hop in the car with two unsuspecting
By Nathan “Invicible” Miller
victims? The anticipation of knowing
~ Daily Bull ~
what might happen next makes me
want to slap my friend in the face its
Sunday marked an important point in
so genius.
my life: it was the first time since 2006
that I watched the Super Bowl just
for the commercials. On this historic Cars: Nice vehicles always make things
day I looked on in awe as millions of better. For instance, when you think of
Americans were seduced by clever the American Chopper dudes and their
advertising and propaganda campaigns. crazy motorcycles, what are you comDo you know why you are now more pelled to buy? Exactly, an HP computer.

